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Abstract  
Tomanurung is the ultimate symbol of power in South Sulawesi, including 
in Ajjataparang. One way to take care of power through marriage including 
marriage Tomanurung kings of the Confederation Ajatappareng which include; 
Sidenreng, Sawitto, Suppa, Rappang, and Alitta.  At the end of the 15th century 
there has been a marriage of the king in the Confederate Ajatappareng with the 
king of the kingdom outside of Ajatappareng like; Soppeng, Wajo, Gowa and 
Bone  
  Sources of research data is a local script called 'lontaraq'. We identified 
that 52 kings in Ajatappareng who married with noblemen outside of the 
Ajatappareng with details; 14 people mating with the nobility of Gowa, 10 people 
mating with the nobility of Soppeng, 8 person marries a nobleman Bone, 9 person 
marries a nobleman of Wajo, 3 person marries a nobleman Balanipa,, 2 people 
mating with the nobility of Barru, 2 mating the nobility of Tanete and 2 people to 
marry nobility of Sumbwa, Maiwa, Nepo, and Enrekang. 
 
The study also found that there are 55 kings who succeeded his father, 
there were 25 kings who succeeded her mother, there were 22 kings who 
succeeded his brother, there were four kings who succeeded grandfather or 
grandmother, there were 2 kings who replaces the father or the mother-in-law, 
there were 4 kings who succeeded uncle or aunt, there are four kings who 
succeeded her husband or wife and 1 king who replaced his son. 
  
Keywords: Tomanurung, Political Marriage, Political Power, Inheritance of 
Power, the Confederation Ajatappareng, South Sulawesi. 
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I. Preface  
 The entrance to understand the dynamics and spirit of politics in South 
Sulawesi is to understand the concept of Tomanurung. The concept of 
Tomanurung is the keyword to see all the aspects related to South Sulawesi in 
terms of science, economics, social, cultural and technological. Therefore, we are 
earlier described the concept Tomanurung in various perspectives:  
1. Tomanurung based on etymology perspective. Tomanurung consists of 
'To' which means people, 'Manurung' means being dropped.  Therefore, 
Tomanurung is a person who is down. It could also be in free translation means 
"person who was dropped from a great height 
2. Tomanurung based on the public trust of Bugis-Makassar people, before 
they recognize Islam as the embodiment of God; man who fell from the sky, but 
not as the first man (Adam). Tomanurung is human being who has supernatural 
power over other human beings. He is clever and has greater insight than the 
surrounding communities. 
3. Tomanurung in lontara is understood as the long-awaited and welcomed 
with joy by a group of people who then asked him to become king / Mangkau '. 
Therefore, Tomanurung regarded as a saint who is doing the job of the world over 
who deliberately sent to provide street lighting and hints of truth, peace and 
prosperity in a society that did not have a fair leader.  
4. Tomanurung so called because its origin is unknown and no one knew 
his father and mother.  
5. Tomanurung in terms of potential physical-although outwardly similar 
to humans in general, but it bathiah-spiritual very much different. Tomanurung 
has a distinctive form; can penetrate and live in three worlds: the sky, land and 
sea; when the body dies immediately disappeared. Only the remaining clothes and 
weapons; could be somewhere within the blink of an eye; have a high social 
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awareness; has a very deep knowledge (know the things unseen and empirically); 
sensitivity and high social awareness; live and work according to the needs of life 
and work of the general public; as well as leader with authority and wisdom. 
 
 About sanctity of Tomanurung person, consider a fragment from S. 
Koolhof writing, (1999) dalam The "La Galigo"; A Bugis encyclopedia and its 
growth, below:  
"Another possible reason for the growth of the La Galigo is related to the 
sacredness of certain characters playing a role in it and the taboos surrounding 
them. Next to the gods, with Patotoqé as the most important, their direct 
descendants like Batara Guru and Sawérigading were (and sometimes still are) 
also considered holy by certain individuals or groups. Some people are only 
allowed to speak about Sawérigading and his grandfather when their names are 
preceded by the honorific puatta, our lord.” 
 
 Recognition on the degree of social in the community of South Sulawesi 
comes from the history of Tomanurung that has outward-inward remarkable 
qualities when compared with the general population. Therefore, the degree of 
glory in people of South Sulawesi is pinned on someone actually is a symbolic 
manifestation of a personal quality of one's will and not because of lineage alone.  
However, the probability of the Tomanurung's character  when Tomanurung 
resides on has a direct lineage. However, there is also plenty of evidence to 
suggest that many people have the same lineage but do not have the properties its 
predecessor then automatically they are not classed as Tomanurung. Tomanurung 
is considered as the heaven human  who always keep himself and get direct 
guidance from the Gods Sewwae (almighty God Almighty). Thus, Tomanurutng 
seen as a man who is free from every mistake and error. 
Thus, it can be understood that the concept of absolute Tomanurung not 
actually rely on lineage (Biological Genetics) but more emphasis on the quality of 
each individual to proceed and establish himself reached the degree of quality of 
Tomanurung. The process of genetic engineering is no more than the superior 
man to give birth. Genetic engineering is just a form of potential talent that has 
not been proven in actual shape and of course it can not be recognized as 
Tomanurung. Genetic potential and talent will be tested success in conquering, 
overcoming obstacles and beat all competitors.  
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Tomanurung concept can be equated with the Nietszche’s Ubermensch 
concept was understood as the superior.  Ubermensch is a human form that is 
always ready to face challenges and even see the challenge as a bridge to further 
improve himself as a superior human being. Nietzsche believed that man with the 
human face the challenge then will be able to maximize all the capabilities 
available to it. 
 This study present evidence that in addition to Tomanurung born with the 
genetic engineering of the political marriage there was also found that 
Tomanurung was individually established himself as a viable figure pinned him 
Tomanurung for successfully achieving the degree of their characteristics as a 
Tomanurung after conquering and defeating the problems that exist in the society. 
 It is also interesting to note in the Tomanurung concept is not gender 
biased. Tomanurung not asserts as a male or women figure. Lontara who becomes 
the object of our study show many women as rulers. With this confirms further 
that the concept of Tomanurung more focused on the capability, capacity and 
quality of an individual. But, whatever and however the origin of the figure of 
Tomanurung in South Sulawesi when associated with the political issues of power 
there must also is the bond of marriage with the royal family. 
Inevitability of marriage related issues of power in South Sulawesi 
indicate that issues surrounding power rooted in the traditions and culture of 
South Sulawesi is a legacy problem that must be carefully set by the authorities. 
Heir is a person who has been known the capabilities and advantages of both 
physical and spiritual. 
Understanding that the importance of inheritance of power through the 
marriage of tradition and culture in South Sulawesi, on this occasion we would 
like to say that during this time many people misunderstand and interpret the 
meaning of the tellu appa which is one of the elements of tellu cappa with regard 
to marriage . 
 Tellu cappa textually understood only from the dialogue between Matoa 
Wajo and La Maddukelleng when La Maddukelleng wanted to migrate to Borneo 
after defeating the king of Bone in cockfighting match. 
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  Misperception of the concept of the three ends (tellu cappa) because it is 
deemed as an approach that is sequence-barrage that humans Bugis in order to 
perform engineering and seize power or perform a penetration in a particular 
community must begin by cappa lila (the tip of the tongue), if that does not work 
then it will switch to the cappa badik (the tip of knife) and last with the tip of the 
penis (cappa lasso). 
 In our opinion that the above perspective is more influenced by the 
understanding that described by Gregory Acciaioli, namely; "The three tips [tellu 
cappa'] encompass the tongue, the knife blade, and the penis. If a Bugis cannot 
integrate himself with the local leaders by diplomatic consultation (by the tip of 
his tongue), he may have to resort to armed battle (by the tip of his knife blade). 
But, best of all, he will be able truly to integrate himself in the new community by 
marrying one (or more) of the local women (by the tip of his penis).”( Nurul Ilmi 
Idrus ( 2004),’Behind the Notion of Siala: Marriage, Adat and Islam among the 
Bugis in South Sulawesi). 
 The ambiguity of understanding the above, in our opinion, lies in the way 
of understanding gradually and then only emphasizes the interest of men and 
dimensions of power. Tellu cappa understood something apart from each other. 
The existence of a tip of the tongue (cappa lila) has its own separate room with the 
existence of the other end. As a result, the logic of the idea of having a leap 
explanation, no coherently from the tip of the object and purpose to be achieved 
from the third end (tellu cappa) is.  
This means that these explanations do not have a full understanding of the 
concept tellu cappa. Thse expression of the above ideas can be assessed only if-
Based Instead of the mere suspicion, the study incomplete data, or the inability of 
the author (Acciaioli) in reading and understanding the data. Finally, an 
explanation presented is incomplete and distorted perspective. 
 The lack of such explanation is the sequence when using the 'tip of the 
tongue' on the dimensions of power (dealing with the king), the tip of the dagger 
to end the war and sex with the meaning of marriage. The explanation was very 
shallow, distorted, and does not apply universally human at once humbling Bugis-
Makassar-particularly for women. There is a gender bias: the man with the nature 
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of power and the power of women with the nature of the object. Tellu cappa (three 
points), should be understood as an integral component and symbolic. Symbolic 
meaning that there is a message (signified) deeper than the material (signifier). 
 
 Thus the principle of tellu cappa is more nuanced philosophical which is 
part of a concept of self and the leadership of a man Bugis-Makassar. 
Philosophical nuances bring 'cappa' (tip) which covers the whole value-universal 
dimension of human life. To find a universality of meaning 'cappa' then it should 
be placed as the foundation of the three forms of material (Signifier). Therefore, 
the correct understanding for the cappa is 'sharpness, focus, vision and mission'. 
The strength of the focus power and vision-mission is then implemented in 
the form of suitable material at any time, in any circumstances. Three forms of 
different ends are symbol to respond to that man Bugis-Makassar should have 
sharpness, focus, and vision-mission time to look smart, appropriate 
circumstances to enjoy in accordance with the circumstances, conditions and time 
at hand. In insight into the culture, signifier shape of signified along with the 
times allow a re-shaping, while it’s signified for humans is eternal. 
  So, the correct way to understand 'tellu cappa' is put 'cappa' as the basic 
philosophical and paradigms of the three forms of the material. If it is reflected in 
the structural style of the Marxian theory of the 'cappa' is the infrastructure while 
the three forms of the material; tongue, dagger, and the penis is the superstructure. 
According to the Marxian idea that infrastructure is always positioned and 
strongly influence the superstructure. Manifestation and embodiment of the 
superstructure is determined infrastructure perspective and thoughts. 
At that point we can understand that since the beginning of human 
civilization, the Bugis are able to understand and have a self-concept, leadership, 
and power is not a separate thing. Furthermore, it can be said that the Bugis not 
the kind of man who simply pursue power alone without a humanitarian mission 
and culture. The Bugis always want to take care of power and leadership so as not 
to fall on individuals who are not right. 
  The concept of power and leadership that makes the human character 
Bugis-Makassar every day treats and maintain sharpness tellu cappa nicely. He 
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will tell the truth (the tip of the tongue), be firm (the tip of the dagger), and right 
on target or not adultery (tip of the penis). Maintain the sharpness of the tip of the 
third can only be done when resting on the vision, mission, purpose of the 
character's personality and leadership of a man Bugis-Makassar. Breeding and 
maintenance of the end of the third goal automatically makes the object also is 
something noble. So when the Bugis came to power then the power will be 
honored with the dedication totality, being a knight with his rival and become 
loyal friends with his partner. In essence, tellu cappa led to self-leadership to 
glorify them at once the glory and honor what and anyone on earth. Man with 
tellu cappa principle will not act degrading and humiliating others even if it is the 
enemy. 
Similarly, a dagger at all times be maintained and kept sharp by not using 
it at random that are not in accordance with the principles of leadership character 
of the Bugis. The Bugis who can maintains the sharpness of a dagger and treat it 
well from all forms of abuses and acts of irregularities. Along with the time, 
dagger would become heirlooms that have magic and miracle. Heirlooms of 
dagger only then will be passed on to the successor of leadership that are thought 
to maintain sharpness (cappa) of these heirlooms. 
 Therefore, in the tradition of the Bugis between leadership and heirlooms 
often cannot be separated (Ahimsa, 2007: 109). In the tradition of the Bugis, the 
transfer of leadership marked by handover heirlooms. Heirlooms that could be 
interpreted as a legal mandate someone to occupy positions of power. In the 
tradition of the Bugis-Makassar, keep and maintain the magic heirloom called by 
arajang (Bugis), Gaukang or Kalompoang (Makassar). 
 Only in this way, the message and the deepest meaning of the principle of 
cappa Tellu can be extracted and achieved well. Conversely, cutting the meaning 
as cappa lila (the tip of the tongue) only be interpreted as diplomacy, cappa dagger 
(knife edge) be interpreted as war, cappa lasso (tip of the penis) then not only 
mean sexual intercourse to degradation and desecration but also deviates from the 
sacred meaning of Tellu cappa in Bugis human culture where the social status of 
women Bugis seems to be positioned in a balanced manner. If we do not 
understand it Tellu cappa so it will conflict with other views that exist in the script 
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Lontara Bugis is said that women who dare (matteru ') and prudent (malampé' 
nawa nawa). 
 It can be proved in this study lontaraq script where there are many women 
who became king. It continued through the ages, women have always had an 
important and strategic role equal to men. For example; Colliq Pujié, Bugis 
women who lived in the 19th century who had work job as a writer, poet and 
statesman. 
Even so, according to Hamzah Magemba Daeng (1975), the main task of a 
women Bugis is: 1. Being a mother is pious and holy (Indo Mancaji ana tettong 
ridécéngngé, Tudang ripacingngé). 2 Being a women who can lead a husband to 
be honest, frugal and wise at the same time supporting and sustaining partners in 
overcoming all difficulties and struggles in dealing with all things (Mancaji 
pattaro tettong rïlempu'é punnai cirinna enrengngé lights' Nawa-Nawa mméwai 
sibaliperri 'waroanéna Sappa' laleng atuong). 3 Being the pride of his father, 
brother and husband to maintain his honor (Mancaji 'siatutuiang siri na enrengngé 
banapatinna ritomatoanna, risiléssureng macoana tired' ga riworoanéna). 4 
Women also have the right to be elected by all the people to be their leader on the 
road of prosperity and safety (We'dittoi situnreng pung ade'é Jemma te'be'é 
mmakka'i mancaji duLung papolé 'enrengngé asaléwangeng). 
 This statement indicates that the main task and the first for women are 
becoming mothers Bugis (Indo 'ana') pious and holy. Position, title, and a mother 
profession are upheld in the traditions and culture of the Bugis-Makassar. 
Therefore, a mother must then maintain chastity, piety and intelligence. A mother 
should always update their knowledge. A mother is very important to read from 
time to time to help raise awareness and vision. 
On the side of her husband, a woman is the manager (Pattaro). All the 
things that go come and go into a home should knowledge and consent of women. 
In the household, women are the queens. Women replace her husband if he was 
not at home to take care of her property and herself. Therefore the Bugis women 
should be clever to downsize. She is meticulous and knows the needs and interests 
of the household. As the saying of the Bugis; "Woroanê mallémpa ', ma'jujung 
makkunraié, it means that all things must be adapted to the circumstances.  
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Women of Bugis-Makassar when they decide to get married then the 
whole choice of his life should be devoted entirely to the household. After that 
then can choose a new public space as the next activity when the affairs of her 
household have been completed to perfection. 
The women Bugis in demand has the ability and high intelligence if she 
wants to select or add a profession than as a housewife. Because if a housewife 
cannot meet the capacity and the future of the children of one generation and one 
nation. 
 In cultures Bugis-Makassar, households are the main pillar of the glory 
and greatness of a nation. Household is the main capital of a generation and the 
country can move forward. In the household was the main role and many are 
women. This directly states that the destruction of a generation and the state 
because women no longer know and execute its primary function as the main 
window and the first for a baby and she is also a friend who support for a man 
(husband). 
Emphasis division of labor between women and men does not mean that 
the ability of women in the public sphere is lower than the male. Only a woman 
could potentially have greater strength in the care of many things carefully and 
neatly. However, if developed and honed all this potential it will be up to the same 
capabilities between women and men. Talent and potential can be defeated by 
habit and perseverance. Bugis proverb says: "mau'ni naworoanémua, namakkunrai 
sipa'na, makkunraimui; mau'ni makkunrai, naworoané sipa'na, woroanémui. This 
means the ability to not be a question of domination based on gender. Both men 
and women are determined by the character continue to be explored and 
developed, and is not nature as male or female. 
Culturally, in South Sulawesi, putting the potential of women is more 
important than men. In contrast to the majority culture in the world that puts men 
as a symbol of excellence. See for example the naming of "I La Galigo". 
In semiotic letter 'I ' in South Sulawesi attributed to women, while ' La ' for 
men. And giving the name to the " I La Galigo ' is referred to as the perfect man 
icon and savior of society is preceded by the symbol ' Female ' then the symbol ' 
man ' . Although later social form of ' I La Galigo “it is a male . Further meaning 
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that the men were acting outside social new house could be perfect if there is a 
strong female bonding in him. The conclusion is the perfect man to have elements 
of femaleness and maleness in a balanced way. In essence, perfection is balance 
and fairness. 
II. Discussion 
As has been mentioned earlier that in the tradition and culture of Bugis 
marriage is one part of the social and political philosophy. Marriage is not only 
seen as a suggestion of religion, demands the fulfillment of sexual needs but can 
also be a political instrument.  
This study with the primary source of lontaraq Bugis will demonstrate and 
elaborate on; 1 There are many marriages of kings in Ajattapareng caused by the 
factors and political impetus. 2.The Pattern for the inheritance of power. 
II.A. Political Marriage  
 Bugis traditional political systems spawned many women in power when 
compared with the kingdoms in other places in the world. However, the degree of 
the elite in the traditional political system of the Bugis remained lowered 
patrilineal descent with the principles relating to the bilateral system. For 
example, a king or a duke marries a woman of high nobility, the birth of children 
referred to child Pattola. High nobility nobles married to the middle class, the 
birth of children referred to child rajeng. High nobility married an ordinary 
woman or a woman is not noble, then the birth of children referred to child ceraq 
(Mattulada, 1995: 28-29). Kinship system is more favorable selective or elite 
nobility to control the sources of power and economic resources. Although the 
highest peerage in Bugis, principally in Ajatappareng, obtained through a 
patrilineal system of inheritance that retain blood purity Tomanurung, but the 
principle of bilateral descent system causes certain women can be a ruler or 
queen. 
 As noted in lontaraq can be seen that social organizations in the 
communities Ajatappareng arranged into a series of unique and complex linkages. 
Individuals can choose to affiliate paternal or maternal manifested in the 
formation of a unique and intricate network among individuals who have certain 
relationships. High or low degree of nobility someone determined whether she is 
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in a kinship network that increasingly complex and increasingly widespread or not 
(Shelly Errington, 1989: 94-103). The system is what caused the king to mate 
with each other Ajatappareng king, both in and outside Ajatappareng 
environment.  
The story of the marriage of the king in Ajatappareng published in detail in 
various lontara, namely;1. Lontaraq Addituang Sidenreng (Lontaraq Kerajaan 
Sidenreng),2. Lontaraq Akkarungeng Sawitto (Lontaraq Kerajaan Sawitto),3. 
Lontaraq Akkarungeng Suppa (Lontaraq Kerajaan Suppa),4. Lontaraq 
Akkarungeng Alitta (Lontaraq Kerajaan Alitta)  
Historical facts of the Lontaraq indicate that the kings of the 
Confederation Ajatappareng that mating  who are not with close relatives as many 
as 56 people, to mate with cousin once as many as 21 people, and mating with 
cousins twice as many as 7 people. Based on this fact, it can be concluded that the 
marriage of the kings in the Confederate Ajatappareng not follow a pattern or 
concept of the ideal marriage is a marriage Bugis with cousins once or twice a 
marriage with a cousin (Mattulada, 1982: 267, Taba SA, 1973: 63-64 ). If this is 
fact, then the question is how the concept of an ideal marriage for the kings or the 
nobles in the Confederate Ajatappareng? 
Based on the facts of the marriage under study it was shown that the 
marriage of the king in Ajatappareng is principally motivated power or at least 
influence the expansion of power. 
Power factor is the primary motivation of the kings in Ajatappereng to 
mate with other nobles, both within the kingdom as well as from other kingdoms. 
Why is that? That's because only the high nobility or simply pure Tomanurung 
generation which could inducted into the king.1  
Based on the concept of ideal Bugis marriage, then the marriage would be 
even better if done with close relatives.2 Mating with close relative’s causes the 
                                                           
1
.In lontraq could be explained that was inducted into the king was just 'Maddara Takku' 
(bloody white). Maddara Takku who had father and mother which had pure blood of the 
Tomanurung generation. Only those maddara takku who could inducted into anaq pattola 
(replacement candidates king) or arung lolo (Viceroy) (Lontaraq Addituang Sidenreng, p 3)., hlm 
3). 
2
Indeed the king in Ajatappareng were the richmen, because the land as the main source 
of the economy are the property of the ruler, the ordinary people just have a tenure. Nobles who 
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estate will not fall to those who are not close relatives. However, this study proves 
that wealth is not the main motivation in marriage in Ajatappareng.  
There were 52 kings in Ajatappareng which mate with nobles outside of 
Ajatappareng, there were 14 kings of Ajatappareng married with the nobelman of 
Gowa, there were 10 kings who married with the nobleman of Soppeng, there are 
8 king who married with  the nobleman of Bone, there are 9 kings who married 
with the nobleman of Wajo, there were 3 kings who married with the nobleman of 
Balanipa, there were 2 kings who married with the nobleman of Barru, there were 
2 kings who married with the nobleman of Tanete, and each one of the king who 
married with the  nobleman of Sumbwa, Maiwa, Nepo, and Enrekang. 
Marriage of the nobles or the king in Ajatappareng with noble or king 
Soppeng, Wajo King, King of Gowa, King of Luwu, King of Bone and ultimately 
led to the King of kings in Ajatappareng close relatives have a relationship with 
all the kings of all the kingdoms in South Sulawesi, both large empire and the 
small kingdom or region subordinates. Why is that, as has happened in the five 
kingdoms in Ajatappareng proves that a close relative relationship started from a 
marriage between the nobles or the king of some kingdom. So marriage between 
royal power motivated ultimately lead to the nobles or the king in South Sulawesi 
has a close relative relationship between each other.  
 
II.B. Pattern for the Inheritance of Power  
 Lontaraq and oral sources using three terms of crown prince or king in 
Ajatappareng replacement candidate Arung Lolo, Lolo Datu, and Sullewatang. 
This study found that the crown prince is not necessarily the biological child of a 
reigning monarch. Crown prince could be a brother or nephew of the reigning 
monarch.  Example, the crown prince of La Makkaraka are siblings with Queen 
Sidenreng We Yabeng 7th. We Yabeng the virgin queen Sidenreng stop being on 
their own. He inaugurated the crown prince is none other siblings namely La 
Makkaraka be King Sidenreng 7th. Why We Yabeng hand over power to his 
brother? Lontaraq explained that Yabeng We agreed with his brother that La 
                                                                                                                                                               
contributed to the kingdom are also usually given gifts of land (Heddy Shri Ahimsa Putra, 1988: 
55). 
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Makkaraka replace Sidenreng become King, while he and his bodyguards will go 
to Bulubangi (subordinate areas of Sidenreng) to be nobles (Arung) in the area 
and become 'Tellu Lette' or Customary Council chairman Sidenreng (Lontaraq 
Addituang Sidenreng, p. 8-9). In Bulubangi We Yabeng married to La Saliu 
which was the son of La Sangaji Arung Iowa (subordinate areas of Sidenreng). 
And We Camma and childbirth We Mappadudu Idappage which later became 
White Bulubangi, La Tabusassa and Tenriseno We Idaweru which later became 
White Ganra of Soppeng. We Mappadudu Idappage marries Daeng Taranatie 
Mabela Datu Pammana of Wajo children of La Mappasilli and Datu Tenriseno 
We Bunne of Bone childbirth La Tenrisessu which later became Datu Pammana, 
La Tenritippe Towalennae who later became King Sidenreng 11th, We Kutana, La 
Tenriseppe Tosabbuoe, and La Paubbari aka La Parengki (Lontaraq Addituang 
Sidenreng, p. 11-12). This means that the grandchildren were born We Yabeng 
Mappadudu Idappage We inherited power in Sidenreng. 
Lontaraq Addituang Sidenreng (Lontaraq kingdom Sidenreng) tells us that 
of 20 people who had become king Sidenreng there are 2 women that We Yabeng 
the queen of Sidenreng 7th and We Rakiyya Karaeng Kanjenne, the queen of 
Sidenreng  13th. There are 14 people who replaced the father or mother, 3 people 
replaced their brother, and 2 people replaced grandfather or grandmother.  La 
Pasampoi, the king of Sidenreng the 4th was the second son of La Batara, the king 
of Sidenreng the 3rd and Cinadiyo Arung of Bulucenrana (subordinate areas of 
Sidenreng), because the first child named La Mariase has been inducted into the 
king of Bulucenrana to replace her mother. We Rakiya Karaeng Kanjenne the 
queen od Sidenreng the13th was the third son of La Mellewai, the king of 
Sidenreng 2th and I Sabaro Daeng Takotu the son of Karaeng Karunrung of 
Gowa, because the first child named We Jora have mated with La Tenritatta 
Daeng Tomaming, the king of Suppa  13th and the king of Sawitto the 14th. 
Lontaraq did not explain the second child named Karaeng Bontosia. 
 The child from We Yabeng named Sobek Ganra We Tenriseno Idaweru 
Arung3 Ganra mating with La Tenripau alias La Sampocaca, the King of Sawitto 
the 9th, child of Datu Bissue We Passulle, the queen of Sawitto the 8th and 
                                                           
3
subordinate king in the kingdom.of Soppeng 
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Topatekkeng, the warworld of Wajo. We Tenriseno Idaweru childbirth We 
Timeng Petta Battowae which later became Arung Ganra and the queen of 
Sawitto the 11th and La Tenritatta Daeng Tomaming who later became the King 
of Suppa the 13th (Lontaraq Akkarungeng Sawitto, p. 17). This means that the 
grandchildren of We Yabeng was bornby We Tenriseno Idaweru inherited the 
power in Sawitto and Suppa.  
Lontaraq Akkarungeng Sawitto (Lontaraq of the kingdom of Sawitto) tells 
us that of the 25 people who became the king of Sawitto there were 9 women 
namely We Gempo, the queen of Sawitto the 5th, We Passulle Datu Bissue, the 
queen of Sawitto 8th, We Time Petta Battowae, queen the11th, We Timeng Ratu 
17th, We Cinde Ratu the18th, We Passulle Daeng Bulaeng the 20, We Beda  23rd, 
We Tenri  24th, We Rukiya Bau Bocco Karaeng Balla Tinggi  25th.   
In addition, there are also as many as 8 people concurrently became the 
king of Suppa namely La Teddulloppo, the king of Sawitto 2nd and King Suppa 
the 2nd, La Putebulu, the king of Sawitto the 3rd and the king of Suppa the3th, La 
Pancaitana  7th and the king of Suppa  7th, We Passulle Datu Bissue the queen of  
Sawitto ke-8th and the queen of  Suppa  8th, Todani the king of Sawitto  13rd and 
the king of Suppa the 12th, La Tenritatta Daeng Tomaming the king of Sawitto 
the 14th dan the king of Suppa 13rd, La Doko the king of Sawitto the 15th and the 
king of  Suppa 14th, as well as La Kuneng the king Sawitto 16th and the king of 
Suppa 18th. 
No need to explain the pattern of inheritance of power in force in Suppa, 
Rappang and Alitta, because the pattern is similar to that prevailing in Sidenreng 
and Sawitto. But there are two unique from the inheritance of power occurred in 
Suppa and Alitta. La Parenrengi Karaeng Tinggimae, the king of Suppa the 24th 
replaced his son named We Madillu. Actually, La Parenrengi Karaeng Tinggimae 
was crown prince in Sidenreng, but because he was suspected of involvement in 
the death of a child of La Sadapotto, the king of Sidenreng the 19th, named La 
Pateddungi in Makassar in 1904, the Council Hadat of Sidenreng choose 
inaugurated La Cibu, children of La Sadapotto of his second wife. 
Inauguration La Cibu becomes the king of Sidenreng 20th.  La Parenrengi 
Karaeng Tinggimae was upset. He feel that his right was disregarded. To resolve 
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this problem, the Dutch force to the Board Hadat Suppa to induct as soon as La 
Parenrengi Karaeng Tinggimae becomes the king of Suppa to replace his daughter 
called We Madellu (Lontaraq Addituang Sidenreng, p. 90-91, Lontaraq 
Akkarungeng Suppa, p. 38). 
The second uniqueness is the incident in Suppa. At that time La 
Parenrengi Karaeng Tinggimae died. Based on custom, which actually have the 
right to be inducted into the king of Suppa at the time was called La Mappangile 
son, because his mother is We Make children of La Sadapotto, king of Sidenreng 
to-19.Lontaraq did not explain anything why La Mappangile not want to be a 
king. It may be because he has a wife and many children, so that he worried about 
the seizure of the throne between his sons.  
In addition, La Mappangile agreed that her brother called La Makkasau 
inducted into the king of Suppa to-25 although the mother of La Makkasau not 
high noble brow La Makkasau actually anaq ceraq. The first child named La 
Makkasau We Nurhani then married with children of La La Sapada Mappangile 
(Lontaraq Akkarungeng Suppa, p. 38-39). 
There are two inheritance of power in Alitta very unique. Firstly, 
Moppangnge was the king of Alitta 5th who replaced his mother, We Tenrilekka. 
Moppange was the king of Alitta who was flawed and stupid. He defected from 
birth, but his mother was the queen of Alitta 4th and her father named La Tonang 
was the king of Rappang 9th. His grandparents from his mother's side was La 
Massora, the king of Alitta 4th King and We Passule Datu Bissue, the queen of 
Sawitto 8th and the queen of Suppa 8th. His Grandparents was of the paternal 
grandmother was La Patiroi, the  king of Sidenreng  6th and We Dangkau, the 
queen of Rappang the 8th (Lontaraq Akkarungeng Alitta, p. 13). 
Secondly, Mohammed Saleh the King of Alitta 15 th. He was the only 
transsexual or transvestite who once ruled in Ajatappareng. He along with La 
Cibu from Sawitto supported his siblings, named La Tenrilengka, the king of 
Suppa 19th, fought against the Dutch in 1825. At that time the Dutch supported by 
La Wawo, the king of Sidenreng 16th. The Sources of Dutch described the war 
was very grand and terrible. 
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The brave of Suppa with allies from Alitta and Sawitto faced Dutch forces 
and allies from Sidenreng, bravely and not afraid of death (H. van de Steurs, 
1854: 380-386). The Local manuscripts also explained that at the time of the war 
occurred Suppa, Netherlands supported and assisted by Sidenreng, and soldiers 
brought in from Ambon, Ternate and Java (Lontoraq Toloq Rumpaqna Suppa). 
Maybe this is reason the local manuscripts perpetuate the name of Mohammed 
Saleh as the king of Alitta with the title "calabai tungke'na Alitta" (the king of 
transvestite of Alitta), La Cibu was given the title "bakkalolona Sawitto" (rooster 
from Sawitto), and children of La Tenrilengka King Suppa was given the title 
"bulusiruanna Suppa" (fierce dog from Suppa) (Lontaraq Akkarungeng Alitta, p. 
36-37). 
Examples of nephew who became crown prince is La Parenrengi Karaeng 
Tinggimae son of Ishak Manggabarani Karaeng Mangeppe, the king of Wajo the 
42nd (1900-1916) and We Dalawittoi Karaeng Kanjenne sister of La Sadapotto. 
La Sadapotto, the king of Sidenreng  19th (1900-1906) inaugurated his nephew 
became crown prince (Lontaraq Addituang Sidenreng, p. 88). At the La Sadapotto 
died, then the switch to the king of Sidenreng was La Cibu children of La 
Sadapotto with his second wife named We Beda, the queen of Sawitto the 23rd.   
The question is why was not La Parenrengi Karaeng Tinggimae as crown 
prince who succeeded La Sadapotto? Lontaraq explained that one of the children 
of La Sadapotto named La Pateddungi died before adulthood. At that time La 
Pateddungi with La Parenrengi Karaeng Tinggimae went to Makassar to take a 
souvenir in commemoration of the birthday of the Queen of the Netherlands. It is 
unclear why so La Pateddungi died in Makassar. Lontaraq just explained that the 
death of La Pateddungi causing almost a war between Suppa with Sidenreng, 
because when the coffin arrived at La Pateddungi Sidenreng not is opened and 
immediately buried. Conflicts can be avoided because the Dutch soon come to 
Sidenreng to attend the burial ceremony of La Pateddungi. At that time, the Dutch 
also propose to the Council that Suppa Hadat La Parenrengi Karaeng Tinggimae 
inducted into the King Suppa to replace his son who called We Madellu (Lontaraq 
Addituang Sidenreng, p. 90-91). We Madellu is the wife of La Mappanyukki the 
king of Suppa the 22nd (1900-1906) and the king of Bone the 34th (1930-1946). 
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La Mappanyukki was the son of I Makkulau Daeng Serang Karaeng 
Lembangparang Sultan Husayn, the King of Gowa  34th (1895-1906) and We 
Cella, the queen of Alitta 16th (1862-1900). With regard to We Cella We was 
children of La Parenrengi, the king of Bone 29th (1845-1857) and We Tenriawaru 
Pancaitana Besse Kajuara, the queen of Bone  30 (1857-1860) and the queen of 
Suppa  20th (1862-1874). This means that at the end of  19th century the two 
great kingdoms of Bone and Gowa further strengthen his political role in 
Ajatappareng, principally in Alitta and Suppa. 
 
III. Conclusion  
The study found that the marriage of the king in the Confederate 
Ajatappareng intended to strengthen the status of nobility Tomanurung 
generation, because only high noble or pure Tomanurung generation which could 
inducted into the king. Another purpose of marriage between the kingdoms is to 
expand political influence through kinship networks among the ruler 
Kinship does not distinguish between the paternal inheritances of maternal 
inheritance, for both men and women can be inducted into the king and not 
necessarily a biological child of a king who will replace the father or mother. 
Reigning monarch has the power to determine who among high bangasawan 
which will replace the sworn himself. 
Factors authenticity of royal blood of generations Tomanurung and 
breadth of their kinship networks are two very important factors in assessing the 
status of nobility and vast political influence of a king. In the political ideology of 
the Bugis preferred is the authenticity of blood nobility of Tomanurung. 
Individual achievement is not important in the selection of leadership, but the 
credibility of a person seems to only be a complementary factor to the authenticity 
of blood nobility of  Tomanurung.  
The study also found that the inheritance of power in Ajatappareng not all 
reigning monarch should be replaced by his son. Not all of the crown prince 
should be inducted into the king. Women may also induct into the king. Even 
'anaq ceraq' can be sworn in as king. Therefore, we may conclude that the 
inheritance of power in Ajatappareng is unique. For example; a grandchild may 
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replace the grandfather or grandmother, a father may replace his son, a husband 
may replace his wife or vice versa, the wife may replace her husband, and a 
nephew may replace the uncle or aunt. 
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